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Decomposability in Fixed Point Computation 
with Applications and Acceleration Techniques 
DANIEL SOLOW~~ 
In the past decade, several complementary pivot algorithms have been dcvelop- 
ed to search for fixed points of certain functions and point to set maps on un- 
bounded regions. This paper develops a structure (called decomposability), 
which, when present, enables one to work in a lower dimensional space when 
solving these problems. Several examples of where this structure arises in 
applications are presented. It is shown that under suitable circumstances, 
the general constrained optimization problem (that of optimizing an objective 
function subject to both equality and inequality constraints) may be formulated 
as a decomposeble fixed point problem. At the same time, an approximation 
technique is developed to potentially improve the efficiency of the complement- 
ary pivot algorithms. 
I. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
To begin with let 
Prb : m-dimensional euclidean space. 
The following variables will always represent vectors in euclidean space: 
a, b, u, 72, 22, .Y, y, z, and the variables 1, m, n, and s will denote their various 
dimensions. Any point x E R” should always be thought of as a column vector. 
The row vector corresponding to x will be denoted by “9’. I f  x E H”” and y  F R” 
then let (x, y) be the (m + n) column vector whose first m components are those 
of x and whose last 11 components are those of y. The ith component of a column 
vector .x will be denoted by a subscript, e.g., xi , where as superscripts refer to 
elements in a collection of vectors. Thus, n different vectors in RTn might bc 
represented by x1 ,..., A+. Whenever possible the superscript K will be used for 
infinite collections and sequences. 
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Let x, y  E Rn, then 
(.x,-y) = i xiyi = inner product, 
i=l 
x <J means Xi < yi for each i .:- I,..., rz, 
.Y y;; y  means .’ xi + 3’1 for each i = I,..., 11, 
j .Y ;! :.- (x, .)Jje ::-- cuclidean norm. 
Some special notation for matrices is also needed. ,411 matrices will contain 
real numbers, The variables A, CT, I-, and W will ahvays stand for matrices and 
I is reserved for the square identity matrix. Its dimension will bc implied by the 
context (as will the size of the vector 0). I f  G is an (m x n) matrix and I,- an 
(m x I) matrix then by [U, V] is meant the (m x (n $ 1)) matrix whose first 7t 
columns are those of U and whose last I columns arc those of 1’. In this context 
an n-vector may be thought of as an (n x 1) matrix. The only case in which 
confusion can possibly arise is when U and 1,. are real numbers with I.’ c 1~~. In 
this case [C, V] can also be the closed interval, i.e., (x E R’:C: : :. .x .cz I’>, 
depending on the context. The ith column of G will be denoted by 1 ‘,; and the 
ith row of L’ by LYi. . Pl;ote also that if y  E Rrd then Uy is well defined because y  
is a column vector. Also if R’ is a (n x n) matrix its determinant will be denoted 
by dct( W). Finally define 
The variablesf, g, h. p, q, r, t, F, G, L, P and Q will always represent functions. 
Observe that if h: Rnk + Rn, then for each .Y E Rnl, h(x) generates a column 
vector h(x) E Rn whose ith component is hi(x). Furthermore, f, R, ?I, Y and F will 
be related to decomposability w-hereas p, ‘I, r, t, G, P and Q will be used for the 
constrained optimization problems. Point to set maps will be represented by H, 
S and T. 
The handling of sequences also requires some discussion, for example, a 
sequence of vectors will be denoted by {.Y”> where it is understood that k : 0, I,... 
or h 1 : I, 2,... as implied by the context. A subsequence will be thought of as a 
subset K of the positive integers and will be written “(.+}, K E K”. I f  the given 
sequence converges to .rc it will be written “[Jc’~} + x for lz - 7~” and for a 
subsequence, “{s”} --f .T for k E K.” x is said to be a cluster point of {A+) if and 
only if there is a subsequence K such that {WY”} + x for k E K. 
For sets, the variables X, l’, Z. and 0 will always be used. If  X is a subset of 
Ii”’ then 
bd(X) := boundary of X, 
cl(X) = closure of X, 
hull(X) = convex hull of X, 
int(X) =: interior of X, 
X* =: the set of all non-empty subsets of X. 
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If X and Y are subsets of Rm and if w E Rm and f  : X + Y, T: X -+ Y* then 
X+Y={x+y/XEX,yEY}, 
x x Y ={(x,y)/XEX,yE Y}, 
u: i-x=(w)-:- x, 
X\,Y : (x E x/x $i Y}, 
f(X) == (f(x)/x E X}, 
T(X) == (J T(x). 
EEX 
Theorems, lemmas, etc. are number sequentially within a section and the 
following conventions have been adopted: 
D.i. j = jth definition of Section i, 
L.i. j L-L jth lemma of Section i, 
T.i. j = jth theorem of Section i, 
P.i. j =- jth problem of Section i, 
C.i. j :: jth corollary of Section i, 
-4.i.j ::: jth assumption of Section i. 
Some preliminary definitions and results will be drawn upon in later sections. 
These notions are presented here. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let 0 be an open subset of Rnk. The function h: 0 -+ IP 
is said to be differentiable at a point x E 0 i f f  there is an (n x m) matrix Dh(x) 
Dh(x) (called the Jacobian matrix) such that 
h is said to be d$ferentiable on 0 i f f  h is differentiable at each point of 0. When h 
is a function from 0 into R1, the (1 x n) matrix Dh(x) is called the gradient of h 
at x and its transpose is written Vh(x). The function h is said to be twice dif- 
ferentiable i f f  h is differentiable and if the mapping Dh is also differentiable. 
The second derivative of h at ZT is written Dzh(x). 
Suppose a function Q: Rrrl x R” -P Rz is differentiable at a point (a, b) E 
Rm x Rn . The (I x (m -;- n)) matrix DQ(a, b) will frequently be written 
[%Q(a, 4, D,Q(a, WI where &Q(a, b) is the (1 x m) matrix corresponding to 
the derivative of Q with respect to the variables in R* and D,Q(a, b) for the same 
in R?‘. X similar idea is applied to gradients. 
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It will often be necessary to use the derivatives to obtain bounds. Ortega and 
Rheinboldt [lo] provide several such theorems and they are stated for use in 
this paper as: 
THEOREM 1 .I. Let f  : X -+ Rn be d@erentiable on the convex open set X C R”“. 
Then 
‘If(z) -.f(Lxq < sup{!1 Of (ix + X(z - x))l,/h E [O, I]> 1; x -- X I; 
for all 2, x E X. 
Proof. See Theorem 3.2.3 of Ortega and Rheinboldt [IO]. i 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f:  X+ Rn be twice continuously diflereztiable on the 
convex open set X C RnS. Then 
li,f(z) -f(x) - Of(x) (z - x)il < SUp{Ii DY(x + X(.z - .#A E [O, I]} /‘&I’ - .r: !jX. 
Proof. See Theorem 3.3.6 of Ortega and Rheinboldt [IO]. a 
If the functions involved are convex then a slightly weaker notion of dif- 
ferentiation exists. (It is assummed that the reader is familiar with terms such as 
“convex function,” “convex set,” etc. Rockafellar [ 111, Stoer and Witzgall [ 131, 
and Mangasarian [8] deal with most of these notions.) 
DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose Cl is a subset of Rm and h: 0 + R” is convex. The 
(n x m) matrix W is a subfradient of h at x E 0 iff 
h(a) 3 h(x) + lV(.z - x) for all z E 0. 
The set of all subgradients of h at .Y is denoted by i:h(x). There is a relation 
between D.1 .l and D. I .2 which is stated in 
THEOREM I .3. Suppose 0 is an open subset of Rm. A convex function h: 0 -+ R” 
is differentiable at x E 0 if ah(x) == {Dh(x)}. 
Proof. See Theorem 25.1 of Rockafellar [I 11. 1 
Point to set maps are required for transforming some optimization problems 
into fixed point problems. Only certain classes of point to set maps can be used 
in a fixed point computation. Some of these concepts are now developed. 
T,et S: Rm --+ (R”)* be a point to set map. 
DEFINITION I .3. S is said to be convex iff S(r) is convex for each x E R”. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. S is said to be upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.):iff whenever 
(1) {x”] -•f .T 
(2) y7: E S(x”) for each iz = 1,2,... 
(3) {yk} -2’ 
then 4’ E S(x). 
DEFINITION 1 S. A point to set map S is usable i f f  S is non-empty convex and 
U.S.C. 
Several results concerning point to set maps were proved bv XIerrill. ‘J’hey are 
stated as 
THEOREM 1.4. Let 0 he an open subset of R”’ and suppose t: 0 -- l R’ u (*:a>. 
Then the point to set map T: dam(t) --) (Rm)* dejned by T(x) --. s .... ?t(x) is 
usable. 
Proof. See Theorem 10.4 of YiIerrill [9]. 1 
A few words regarding the construction of piecewise linear (PL) approximation 
to point to set maps is in order. 
Let A4 be a nonempty subset of R’I’ and S: M - (R”‘)” be usable point to set 
maps whose fixed point is sought. In order to construct a PL approximation f L 
to S it will be necessary to break up M into pieces (called simplexes) which fit 
together in a very special way and on which f  t, will actually be linear and con- 
tinuous. This partition of M is called a triangulation. Before rigorously defining 
this concept it will be helpful to understand its building blocks, namely, the 
simplexes. 
DEFINITION I .6. For each i O,..., m define an i-simplex to lx the convex 
hull of (i .) 1) points (say x”,..., xi) of RI” provided the vectors x1 - x0, 
\.z -- x0 )...( xi .-. x”, are linearly independent. Observe that any point .x” in 
Rlfl is a O-simplex. 
Let 7 == hull({x”,..., . xl’<}) be an m-simplex of RI”. The points x’),..., x’” are 
called the vertices of 7. Xote that they are actually 0-simplexes. One can also 
generate very natural j-simplexes from 7 by choosing any subset of (j -+ I) of 
the original vertices, say xio,..., .Y ij and forming hull({x”o,..., xi;}). These are 
called the j-faces of 7. With these concepts in hand the notion of a triangulation 
is quite understandable. 
DEFINTION 1.7. Let M be a nonempty subset of RI* and .A! be a finite or 
countable collection of m-simplexes. Let A%‘~ for each i -= O,..., m, lx the set of 
i-faces of members of A. Then .A is a triangulation of M if f  
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(I) M = U(T/TE.M). 
(2) Each pair of m-simplexes are either disjoint or meet in a common face. 
(3) Each (m - I)- sim pl ex in A,,,-, belongs to at most two m-simplexes. 
(Those (m - I)- sim pl exes which belong to exactly one m-simplex are called 
boun&zry (m - l)-simplexes.) 
(4) Each point in :I2 has a neighborhood meeting only finitely many 
m-simplexes of A. 
Property (I) states that JI is the union of all the m-simplexes in .A’. Properties 
(2) and (3) describe how these m-simplcxes must fit together and property (4) 
guarantees that each bounded subset of M meets only finitely many m-simplexcs 
of .I.@. This is needed for the proof of finite convergence. A generalization of this 
notion is presented in Eaves [4] and other pertinent references include Cairns [2], 
Todd [14, 151, Kuhn [7], Scarf and Hansen [5]. 
The triangulation ~6’ can be used to generate a PL approximation to S 
through the USC of the vertices A’,, . First consider a map f: A!+ Rm defined 
by f(x) E S(x) for each Y E A0 . There is a unique extension off to a PL map 
f  L: M -. l Rnl dcfincd b! 
where .1c E r = 11u11({x”,..., .v)) c ,,A! and .-c -= xy: (I h’x”. xote that by property (2) 
of D. 1.7, f” is well defined since each .r E M has a unique representation in this 
form. Furthermore, f” is linear on each 7 E A. This map f” is called a PI, 
approximation to S induced by .M. A measure of how closelyfL approximates S 
is given by 
mesh(J) = sup{max{/! u - c G/u, z: E T)/T E A}. 
2. DECOMPOSABILITY IS FIXED POIW PROBLEMS 
Given a function F mapping a nonempty subset Z of RS into itself, the fixed 
point problem is that of finding a z E Z with F(z) Y-L: a. The basic idea behind 
decomposability is to place a structure on F such that a fixed point may be 
computed by working in a lower dimensional space. Several examples of where 
this structure appears in applications is also presented. This structure is descri- 
bed by 
DEFINITION 2. I. Let Z be a nonempty subset of R” and let E’: Z-+ Z. The 
pair (F, Z) is said to be decomposable i f f  there are positive integers m and 71 
whose sum is s, nonempty subsets X of Rm and Y of Rn whose cross product is Z 
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together with functions f : Z -+ X, g: Z + Y and h: X -+ Y such that for each 
XEX, 
(1) F(x, h(x)) = (f (x, h(x)), g(x, h(x))). 
(2) If x ==f(x, h(x)) then h(x) == g(x, h(x)). 
The first condition states that I/ may be decomposed into two separate func- 
tions f and g with f providing the first m coordinates of P and g providing the 
remaining R coordinates. The second condition is a special relation between the 
functions f, g and h which will be used to establish the connection between 
fixed points of the lower dimensional problem and fixed points of F. The lower 
dimensional problem will be one of finding a fixed point in R”“. More specifically, 
defininig the function r: X+ X by r(x) --yf(x, h(x)) the next theorem shows 
that any fixed point of r yields a fixed point of F. This then is 
'THEOREM 2.1. If (F, Z) is decomposable then x F A’ satisjies s -: f  (x, h(x)) 
i f f  (x, h(x)) -= F(x, h( x )) u. +h ere X and f  are obtained from D.2.1. 
Proof. Suppose first that x :-=f(r, h(x)). By property (2) of D.2.1, h(x) L:= 
g(a, h(x)). Thus (x, h(x)) =- (f (x, A(J)), ,g(.~, h(x))) -= F(x, h(x)), the last equality 
being justified by property (1) of D.2.1. This takes cart of the necessary part of 
the theorem. For the sufficiency part suppose (x, h(x)) = I;(s, h(x)). From 
property (1) of D.2.1 it follows immediately that x f  (.r, A(X)) as desired. g 
Replacing f’(~, h(x)) b 7 1 r A one may more easily see what T.2.1 is saving. ( *) 
It is saying that if (F, Z) is decomposable then finding a fixed point x of r yields 
a fixed point of F namely (x, A(X)). Th e importance of this is that finding a 
fixed point of r involves working in H” instead of R’. Some conditions under 
which F and r may bc expected to have fixed points is devclopcd in 
~OROLLAHY 2. I. Suppose (F, Z) 1. d IJ ecomposable and that f,  g, h, S awl Y are 
obtained from D.2.1. In addition, suppose that f  and g are continuous and that X 
is compact and convex. l:nder these conditions F has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let r: X -F X by Y(S) --- J’(s, /Z(X)) f or each .X E .Y. This function is 
continuous since f  and h are continuous and since the composition of continuous 
functions is continuous. Now apply the Brouwer fixed point theorem to r to 
obtain the existence of an x E X such that T(X) : X. By T.2. I, (x, h(x)) is a fixed 
point 0fF. 1 
The following examples show the value of this rather straightforward observa- 
tion. The first example, although hypothetical, shows the potential of decompo- 
sability by reducing an (n ‘- 1)-dimensional fixed point problem to a I-dimen- 
sional problem. The second example is equalit!- constrained optimization. The 
third example is partially linear systems of equations and the last is the Bilinear 
Complementarity Problem proposed in Wilson [ 161. 
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EXAMPLE 2. I . Let a, b E RI with a < b. Set X = [a, b] and Y == R”. Thus 
Z = X x Y = [a, b] x Rn. F will be constructed to satisfy the hypotheses of 
C.2.1 in such a way that the function r will be a mapping from [a, b] into [a, b]. 
Thus, finding a fixed point of F will be reduced to finding a fixed point of r 
and that will he a l-dimensional problem. To actually construct this F let 
f : 2 .. l X and h: X + 1. be arbitrary but continuous functions. Define g: Z 4 E 
by g(z) :L: h(f (z)) for all x E 2. Finally, let F(z) = (f(a), g(z)). 
PHOPOFITION 2. I. (F, Z) is decomposable. 
Proof. Condition (I) of D .2.1 is true by construction of F so only condi- 
tion (2) needs to be verified. To this end let .1c EX with N = f (x, h(x)). Applying 
h to both sides of this yields h(x) : h(f (x, h(x))) = g(x, h(x)) as desired. 1 
From the proof of (‘.2.1 it is apparent that in order to compute a fixed point 
of F one need only be computed for r: X --• X, and finding a fixed point of I is 
one of searching [a, b] as opposed to searching [a, b] x Rn. 
Yiotice that f and lr were completely arbitrary except for their continuity, 
thus they may be made nonseparable, nondifferentiable, etc. Also, this example 
shows that thcrc arc problems (F, 2) whose fixed points would not normally be 
computable because of the large dimensionality yet if (F, Z) is decomposable 
in the proper way one can find the fixed point in a l-dimensional space. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. In this example, a nonlinear programming problem (NLP) 
of the form 
min P(z) 
s.t. G(z) = 0 
ZE R” 
(P.2.1) 
where P: R” F R’ and G: R” -+ Rn is put into the framework of decomposability. 
In order to show that (P.2.1) is in fact a special case of decomposability one 
must (a) find a fixed point problem which is related to (P.2.1) and (b) show that 
this fixed point problem is decomposable. 
Eaves [3] and Merrill [9] have discussed extensively the fixed point formulation 
when the KLP is in the form of either (i) unconstrained optimization or (ii) 
inequality constraints with the existence of a point at which all constraints are 
strictly feasible. Clearly (P.2. I ) d oes not fall into either of these categories (even 
when the constraints G(z) =: 0 are replaced by G(z) < 0 and -G(z) .< 0). 
So the question becomes how to transform an equality constrained problem into 
an optimization problem of type (i) or (ii). as described above. One possible 
method for doing this is presented now. 
This approach is motivated by considering the special form of (P.2.1) in 
which the equality constraints are linear, for then these equations can be used 
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to solve for some of the variables (called the basic variables) in terms of the 
remaining variables (called the nonbasic variables) If  the rank of the linear 
transformation is n then there will be exactly n basic variables (hence forth 
referred to by the vector y  .. (y, ,..., ~~0). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let W be an (n x s) matrix and w an n+ector such that 
G(z) = Wz --; w for each z E R,q. If rank (W) r= n then there is a ,function 
h: R” -> R” such that G(x, h(x)) 7 0 for each .Y F; RI” where m s .-- n. 
Proof. Since rank (IV) -- n thcrc are (n x m) and (n x n) matrices L; and I,* 
respectively such that after permuting the columns of IV, (I) 1.1’ : [ri, 1.7 and 
(2) 1~’ is nonsingular. Define h: Rm -.. F R* by h(x) V--i(w : C*.\-). To verify 
that G(.r, h(s)) == 0 note that 
G(x, h(x)) -: IV(x? h(x)) f- w 
:. [C’, I,‘] (x, h(x)) -- 7~ 
C:s { Vh(x) -. ec 
--. c,y _-. (w r;.y> + pu 
- 0. I 
In the case that the constraints of (P.2.1) are nonlinear, conditions ma\- be 
placed on the function G which ensures the conclusion of I’roposition’2.2; 
namely, that there is an h: Rlrl ---k R” such that G(s, h(x)) 0 for each .Y E @. 
In this case the function h is an implicit function, and conditions for its existence 
will be established now. In order to show how and when this can bc done, 
define a point to set map lf on RI~I by N(N) .: ([J E R”/G(s, J) 01. Kate that 
F/(X) might bc empty so let X fs c ~-?~~~H(.u) is nonempty). ‘I’hc nest two 
assumptions will establish the esistcnce of the desired function //. 
XssvnllTloN 2. I . Xssume x' R"', 
~SSJMPTIOS 2.2. Assume H(X) is a singleton for each s c l-?‘. 
From A.2.l and -4.2.2 it is possible to define a function It: R”’ -, R’” by 
h(x) = that unique element of H(X). Hence, G(x, h(x)) -: 0 for each x c’ RaL. 
This in turn will enable one to transform (P.2.1) into a unconstrained optimiza- 
tion problem. The next theorem puts sufficient conditions on G which makes 
A.2.1 and A.2.2 hold. It is a modification of the implicit function thcorcm and 
is stated as 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G: R” ic Rn + R’” hr continuousI-\! d#erentiable on 
RI”, x R” and suppose there is a point (a, b) E R”* >/ R” such that (I) (;(a, b) 0 
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and (2) the matrix E = DvG(a, 6) is nonsingular. Also suppose there is a constant 
0 < X < 1 such that 
Ii I - E-lD,G(x, y)ll < X for all (x, y) E R” x RT1. 
Under these conditions A.2.1 and A.2.2 hold. 
Proof. It will be shown that there is a unique function h: Z?” -+ Rn such that 
G(x, h(x)) :.. : 0 for each x E R”‘. To this end define a new function L: Rm x 
R” ---f R” by L(s, y) = y - E-rG(x, y). For each fixed value of X, L will be 
shown to be a contraction mapping and hence will have a unique fixed point 
h(x) E Rn. r\;ote that L(x, h(x)) z h(x) iff G(x, h(x)) = 0. To show that L is a 
contraction map in the y-coordinates, the constant in the hypothesis will be 
used to conclude that 
qx, y) - L(x, y’)l’ < h ) y - y’ ‘1 for ally, y’ E Rn. 
So it is necessary to bound 11 L(x, y) - L(x, y’)ii . This is precisely the essence 
of T. J .l . In order to apply it, the function L need only be differentiable in the 
y-coordinates which of course it is and in fact 
D&(x, y) = I - EID,G(x, y). 
Upon applying the bound in T.l. 1, 
II L(x, y) -- L(.r, y’)li 
< sup(jj D&.(x, y -1 h’(y - y’))lj/O .< h’ .< 1} 11 y - y’ 1: 
--:: sup(ji I - E-‘D,G(x, y + A’(y - y’))lj!O .< r\ .< I} II y .- y’ I 
:>; A i/y - y’ 1; ,
the last inequality being justified by the hypothesis. Thus, in fact, L is a con- 
traction mapping in the y-coordinates for each fixed value of the x-coordinates 
and this completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. If G is linear and has rank n then A.2.1 and A.2.2 hold. 
Proof. Let G(x, y) = Ux + Vy + w where V is an (n x n) nonsingular 
matrix, z/’ is an (n x rn) matrix and w is an n-vector. Choose any h with 
O<h < 1 and set (a, b) = (0, -77-lw). K ow the hypotheses of T.2.2 hold so 
A.2.1 and A.2.2 do also. 1 
Once the existence of this function h has been established one may then 
eliminate the basic variables (along with equality constraints) from (P.2.1). 
The result is an unconstrained optimization problem which takes the form 
(P.2.2) 
min p(x) = P(x, h(x)). 
s.t. XER”‘. 
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Since this is a minimization problem of type (i), there is a fixed point formulation 
of (P.2.2), namely that of finding an x E Rwc such that JT - VP(X) .Y, provided p 
is differentiable (see Merrill [o]). 
These remarks arc now summarized and stated in 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Z = RS = R7J’ x Rn and suppose there is an 
h: R”’ --f Rn such that G(x, h(x)) _- 0 for each x E R71k. Also suppose P, G and h 
are dsfferentiable on their respective domains. Let F: Z -+ Z be dejned by 17(x, y) = 
(x, y) - (V,P(x, y) L V,P(x, y)’ Dh(x), G(x, y)). Then (F, Z) is decomposable. 
Proof. Let X I= Rn8, Y = R” and define f :  Z -+ X \>y f(x, y) = 
N - VzP(x, y) - V,P@, y)I‘ Dh(x) and defineg: Z--f 1’ by g(x, y) T= y $ G(x, y) 
for each (x, y) E Z. Now one may verify the conditions of D.2.1 with X, 1’, f ,  g 
and h. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Partially linear systems of equations. In this example, decom- 
posability will be applied to solving an s by s system of equations in yhich some 
of them are linear. Let W be an (n x s) matrix and w be an n-vector. Also let 
E: RI’& x RV1 + R”l be an arbitrary function where s := n + in. The original 
problem may be stated as that of finding a = E R” such that 
I:‘(z) = 0, 
w.. --I w  = 0. 
The next proposition gives a condition under which there is a decomposable 
fixed point problem whose solution sol\:es the original system of equations. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Z = RC. If rank (W) --: n then there is (I function 
F: Z-+ Z such that (F, Z) is decomposable. 
Proof. In order to prove this, the appropriate sets and functions will be 
created. In particular let X :: R”’ and Ei -= Rn. Since rank (W) = n there are 
(n x m) and (n x n) matrices ZJ and ‘1; respectively such that after rearranging 
the columns of W, (i) W =-- [LT:, ‘IJ, and (ii) F is nonsingular. Define f : Z -+ X, 
g: Z-t I’andh: X-+Ybyf(x,y)=E(x,y) -+ x,g(x,y)= ux -- (P-!-~I)y f w, 
h(x) = - V-I( Cx + w) for each (x, y) E Z. Upon defining F: R” x Rn -+ 
R” x R” by F(x, Y) =.- (f 6, Y), g@, UN it is easily verified that F is decompo- 
sable. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.4. The Bilinear Complementarity Problem. This problem arises 
in economics and was introduced in Wilson [16] and may be stated as that of 
finding x, y E R* such that (a) x, y >- 0, (b) x =_- Uy -t u and (c) xiyi -.= (IY.i , y) 
for each i = I,..., n where U and I’ are (n x n) matrices and u is an n-vector. 
Through the rest of this example it is assumed that 
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(i) V is nonsingular. 
(ii) Zi = {x E Rn/zi > 0, (V.* , z) >, 0} is nonempty for each i = 1 ,..., K 
(iii) There is no z E Rn with z > 0 and Vz > 0. 
Let z’ E Rn be such that VTa’ > 0. Now define f: RTs x Rn + Rn by 
fi(x, y) = xjyi + xi - (V.i , y>; g: R” x R” -.t R” by g(x, y) = (V-l 
(%Yl >***> x,y,) and h: fin -* Rn by 
h(x) = z E Zi if i is the first integer such that xi < 0 
= ,cg if x > 0 and {y $ 0,/.x = C,?y + U} is empty 
_- -Y if x,y > 0, x = rly -I- u, 
As usual, define F: Rn x Rn + Rn x Rn by 
F(x, Y) _- (f(x> Y), g(x, y)) for all (x, y) c Rn x Rn. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.5. If Z = Rn then (F, Z) is decomposable. 
Proof. Let X = Y = Rn then these sets together with the functions f, g 
and h will be shown to satisfy D.2.1. Only condition (2) of D.2.1 needs verifica- 
tion so let x E Rn with f (x, h(x)) : : x. Then by construction, 
(x,h,(x) + x1 - (V., s h(x)) ,..., xnhn(x) 2 x, - c’ IT., , h(x))) = (xl I..., x,) 
and hence 
so 
x,h,(x) = (IT., , h(x)) ,..., x,h,(x) = (k’,. , b(x)) 
(xlhl(x),..., +h,>(x)) == V7‘h(x). 
Multiplying both sides of this by (V-1 yields 
h(x) = (VT)-l (m,h,(x),..., x,h,(r)) = g(x, h(x)). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Iff (x, h(x)) = x then R 3 0. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a j between 1 and n such that xi < 0. Let i 
be the first subscript with xi < 0. By the definition of h, h(x) = z where 
( V.i , z) > 0 and zi > 0. From the fact that f (x, h(x)) = x it follows that 
xihi(x) = (Vei , h(x)) but the left side is strictly negative and the right side is 
greater than or equal to 0. This contradiction shows the claim. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If f (x, h(x)) = x then h(x) > 0. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there. is an i between 1 and ft such that hi(x) < 0. 
From Proposition 2.6 it may be assumed that x 2 0 and consequently that 
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h(x) = z’ where VX’ > 0. By the fact thatf(r, h(x)) = x it follows that ~Jr,(~) -:= 
<V., , h(x)) but the right side is strictly positive and the left side is less than or 
equal to 0. This contradiction shows the claim. I 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If (x, h(x)) = F(x, h(x)) then (x, h(x)) solves the BLCP. 
Proof. From Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 both x and h(x) are nonnegative. Using 
the fact that f (x, h(x)) L-= x one may conclude that x$,(.v) =.I ‘;yi, h(x)) for 
each i := 1 ,..., n. Finally, since h(x) 3 0 and by assumption (iii) it follows that 
.v : (i/r(x) -I- u. Thus in fact (.x, h(x)) solves the BLCP. 1 
So far, the concept of a decomposable fixed point function was discussed and 
several examples of this property were presented. The most interesting example 
was optimization with equality constraints. One would like to be able to handle 
both equality and inequality constrained problems, however, in order to do this 
it appears necessary to enter the framework of point to set maps. 
Given a nonempty subset Z of Rs and a point to set map S: Z ---+ Z* the 
fixed point problem is that of finding a z E Z such that x E S(z). The basic 
idea is to put some structure on S which allows one to solve an equivalent 
problem but in a lower dimensional setting. This property is a straightforward 
generalization of the one described above. Corresponding to D.2.1 is 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Z be a nonempty subset of R8 and let S: Z-+ Z* be a 
nonempty point to set map. The pair (S, Z) is said to be decomposable if there 
are positive inetegrs m and n whose sum is s, noncmpty subsets X of Rnl and 
Y of Rn whose cross product is Z together with nonempty point to set maps 
S,: Z -•f X*, S,: Z---f I-* and a function h: X - Y such that for each IC E X, 
(1) ‘3(x, h(x)) = $(x, h(x)) x S&z, h(x)). 
(2) If x E Sr(x, h(x)) then h(x) E S(,(x, h(x)). 
One would expect that D.2.2 reduces to D.2.1 in the special case where S(z) 
is a set consisting of a single point for each z E Z. This is established in 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let F: Z -+ Z and define the point to set map S: Z 4 X* by 
S(z) == {F(z)} for each z E Z. Then (F, Z) is a decomposable function iJ (S, Z) is a 
decomposable point to set map. 
Proof. Assume first that (F, Z) is a decomposable function and let X, I’, F, 
R and h be obtained from D.2.1. Define the point to set maps S,: Z -+ X* and 
S,: Z-+ Y* by S,(z) = {f(z)} and S,(z) = {~(a)} for each z E Z. It is now an 
easy matter to verify that X, Y, S, , S, and h satisfy D.2.2. This takes care of 
the necessary part of the proposition. To go the other way suppose (S, Z) is a 
decomposable point to set map. Let X, I’, S, , S, and h be obtained from 
D.2.2. To show that (F, Z) is decomposable, functions f and g will be con- 
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strutted in such a way that together with X, Y and h they will satisfy D.2.1. 
Simply definef(z) to be any element of S,(z) and similarly for g(z). To verify 
condition (1) of D.2.1 let x E X. Then from the decomposability of S, 
e, h(x)) E F(x, h(x))) = S(x, h(x)) = S,(x, h(x)) x S”(X, h(x)) 
= UfCT W)> da h(x)))), 
the last equality being justified because S;(x, h(s)) and &,(x, h(x)) are sets with 
only one point. Hence, F(x, h(x)) = (f(~, h(x)), R(J~, h(x))). Condition (2) is 
trivial to verify. 1 
This result has shown that, on the surface, D.2.2 is the proper generalization of 
D.2.1. The next theorem is the analog to ‘I.2. I. 
‘~IIEOREM 2.3. If (S, 2) is decomposable then x E X satis$es x E S,(x, h(x)) 
z# (x, h(x)) E S(s, h(x)) where X and S, are obtained from D.2.2. 
Proof. Suppose first that x E S&C, h(x)). By property (2) of D.2.2, h(x) E 
&(x, h(x)). Thus, (x, h(x)) E $(x, h(x)) x S&z, h(x)) = S(x, h(x)), the last 
equality being justified by property (1) of D.2.2. This takes care of the necessary 
part of the theorem. For the sufficiency part, suppose (x, h(x)) E S(x, h(x)). 
From property (1) of D.2.2 it follows immediately that .r E S;(x, h(x)) as 
desired. 1 
Defining the point to set map S,: XL+ Xc by S&x, h(x)) one rnax more easily 
see what T.2.3 is saying. It is saying that if (S, Z) is decomposable then finding 
a fixed point x of S, yields a fixed point of S namely (x, /z(x)). The importance 
of this is that finding a fixed point of S, involves working in R” instead of RJ. 
The next task is to develop some conditions under which S and S, may be 
expected to have fixed points. 
C’~ROLI..~RY 2.3. Suppose (S, Z) is decomposable and that in addition S, is 
usable (i.e., nonempty concex and upper semi-continuous). Suppose also that h is 
continuous. If X is compact and convex with int(X) nonempty then S has a fixed 
point. 
Proof, IMine S,: X--t X* by S,(x) .: Sf(s, h(x)). S, is a usable point to 
set map since the composition of usable maps is usable (see Theorem 1 ‘, p. 1 I3 
of Herge [I]). Vow apply the Kakutani fixed point theorem [6] to S, to obtain 
the existence of an i E X such that x E S,(x). By T.2.3, (x, h(x)) is a fixed point 
of s. m 
Two examples of the property of decomposability are discussed. The first 
example, although hypothetical, shows the power of decomposability by redu- 
cing an (n 1 I)-dimensional fixed point problem to a l-dimensional problem. 
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The second example is optimization under both equality and inequality con- 
straints. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let a, b E R1 with a -: 6. Set X = [a, b] and 1’ .: R’“. Thus, 
Z = X x Y =- [a, b] x Rn. S will be constructed to satisfy the hypotheses of 
C.2.3 in such a way that the point to set map S, will be a mapping from [a, h] 
into [a, b]*. Thus, finding a fixed point of S will be reduced to finding a fixed 
point of S, , and that will be a one-dimensional problem. To actually construct 
this S let h: X + Y be an arbitrary continuous function and let S,: % ---* X* bc 
any usable point to set map. Define S!,: Z --+ Y* by S,,(x, y) =: h(S,(x, 4’)). 
Finally, define S: Z - + Z* by S(x, v) .-.: 5+(x, y) x S,(x, v) for each (x? y) c Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. (S, X) is decomposable. 
Proof. Condition (I) of 11.2.2 is true by construction so only condition (2) 
needs to bc verified. To this end let .y E: X with x E Ss(x, h(x)). Applying 12 to 
both sides yields h(x) E k(Jlf(x, h(x))) L-- Sg(“v, h(x)) as desired. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.1 1. S has a fixed point. 
Proof. (S, Z) is decomposable and satisfies the hypotheses of C.2.3, thus 
S has a fixed point. 1 
‘I’his example shows that there are problems (S, Z) whose fixed points would 
not normally be computable because of the high dimensionality. Yet if (S, Z) 
is decomposable in the proper way, one can find the fixed point in a I -dimen- 
sional space. 
ESAMPLE 2.6. \Vith the concept of a decomposable point to set map it is 
possible to show that, under certain circumstances, the general nonlinear 
programming problem of the form 
min P(x) 1’: R” ---f R1 
s.t. G(z) = 0 where G: R”-+R” 
p(z) 5:: 0 Q: R”-+ R’ 
l ZER” 
(P.2.3) 
may be set up as a decomposable point to set map fixed point problem. Recall 
however, that decomposability is the property of being able to solve a particular 
fixed point problem by solving a lower dimensional fixed point problem, so 
in order to apply this concept to the nonlinear programming problem it will be 
necessary to (a) find a fixed point problem which is related to the NLP and (b) 
show that this fixed point problem is decomposable. To do (a) it will be presumed 
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that A.1.1 and A.l.2 hold. For weaker assumptions, the reader is referred to 
Solow [12]. Consequently, there is an h: Rm -+ Rn such that G(x, h(x)) = 0 for 
each x E Ii” and one may then define the functions p: R” + R1 and q: Rqn -+ R” 
by p(x) = P(x, h(x)) and q(x) == Q(x, h(x)) respectively. Now, P.2.3 may be 
reformulated as: 
min p(x) 
s.t. q(x) :--; 0 (P.2.4) 
x E R”l. 
The next theorem establishes that a solution for (P.2.4) yields one for (P.2.3). 
THEOREM 2.4. If  h, p and q are defined as above then .Y solves P.2.4 if, and 
only if, (x, h(x)) solves (P.2.3). 
Proqf. Suppose first that x solves (P.2.4). Then (x, h(x)) is feasible for 
(P.2.3) since G(x, h(x)) y-c. 0 and Q(x, h(x)) < 0. In order to show that (x, h(x)) 
actually solves (P.2.3) let (x’, y’) be any other feasible solution to (P.2.3). It must 
be shown that P(x, h(x)) < P(x’, h(x’)). Since y’ E H(x’) .: (h(x’)) one need 
only show that P(x, h(x)) < P(x’, h(x’)), but this follows from the optimality of x 
for (P.2.4) since P(x, h(x)) = p(x) < p(x’) :-= P(x’, h(x’)). This proves the 
necessary part of the theorem. For the sufficiency, suppose (x, h(x)) solves 
(P.2.3). Then x is certainly feasible for (P.2.4). I n order to show that x actually 
solves (P.2.4) let x’ be any other feasible solution. It must be shown that p(x) :<< 
p(x’). Since (x’, h(x’)) is also feasible for P.2.3 it follows that p(x) = P(x, h(x)) ..z< 
P(x’, h(x’)) = p(x’) as desired. n 
Now it is possible to define a fixed point problem (which is related to (P.2.3)) 
and to show that it is in fact decomposable. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that 
(i) P, Q and h are dz@rentiable functions on their respective domains. 
(ii) The function t: R” + R1 dejked by t(x) = max{Qi(x, h(x))& - : I ,..., I> 
is con7:ex. 
Lizder these conditions, the point to set map S: R”” x R” + (RI’” x Rn)* dej%zed 
bY 
S(x, y) =- (x, y) - {L(x, y), G(x, y))} if t(x) < 0 
.-= (x, y) - hull(Zt(x) u {L(x, y)}) x {G(x, y)} ;f t(x) ---. 0 
-: (x, y) - at(x) x (G(x, y)) if t(x) Iz> 0 
is decomposable, where L: RWk x R” + Rm is given by 
L(x, y) = O,P(x, y) -I- P,P(x, Y)~ Dh(x). 
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Proof. (Conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that the functions L and t and the 
point to set map S are well defined). 
Let X -- Rm, T; =- Rn, and Z = X x Y. Define S,: Z+ (X)* by 
Sf(S, y) - .r -- {L(x, y)) if t(x) .rc 0 
=.- .t’ -- hull(at(x) u [L(.r, y)>) if t(x) = 0 
-.. ,y i:t(x) if t(x) > 0 
and S,: % ---+ (I.)* by 
s&x, v) =: y  - {G(x, y)}. 
Property (1) of D.2.2 holds by construction. Furthermore, property (2) of 
D.2.2 holds trivially since for each x E Rnl, 
S&, h(x)) 7: h(x) - {G(x, h(x))) = h(x) - (0) - (h(x)}. [ 
This particular formulation of (P.2.3) was used because, under suitable 
circumstances, a complementary pivot algorithm may be used to search for a 
fixed point .x* of S, . 
More specifically, one can define the point to set map S,.: R”” r (R’“)* by 
S,.(x) -.: 5$(.x, h(x)). Under certain circumstances (see Merrill [9] for example) a 
fixed point, sx of S, is a solution to (P.2.4) and by Theorem 2.4, (x*, h(.r*)) is 
a solution to (P.2.3). Consequently, conditions on S, can be imposed which 
enable one to use a complementary pivot algorithm (such as that developed in 
Merrill [9]) to search for such a fixed point. Still further conditions are needed to 
guarantee that the algorithm generates a sequence of points containing a cluster 
point which is a fixed point of S, , The reader is referred to Solow [ 121 for a 
detailed discussion of algorithmic convergence, specific implementational 
details and computational results of this approach. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general method of the 
complementary pivot algorithms. Very briefly, the algorithm will attempt to 
compute a sequence of fixed points of piecewisc linear (PL) approximations to 
the point to set map. These PL approximations are induced by the vertices of a 
triangulation (see Section 1). This section proposes a technique which can 
potentially reduce the amount of work needed to compute a fixed point by this 
method. 
Consider the problem of finding a fixed point of a function .f: R”’ -+ A?“. 
In many applications the evaluation off can be very time consuming. It would 
therefore seem reasonable to attempt to reduce the amount of work needed to 
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evaluatef. This will be accomplished by replacingf by a sequence of functions 
(f”}. Under certain circumstances a complementary pivot algorithm may be 
used to compute a linear approximate fixed point off li in a finite number of 
steps, and if the sequence of points thus generated has a cluster point then this 
can be shown to be a fixed point off. The motivation for this approach lies in 
the fact that each f k is easier to evaluate than the original f. The circumstances 
under which this approach will work is now developed. It is necessary to 
introduce 
DEFINITION 3.1. -4 sequence (f “} of f unctions is said to be weakly equi- 
continuous iff for each E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 and an integer N :> 0 such that 
Ij K - z 1 < 6 implies jl f l(x) -f “(z)l’ < c for all k > X. 
The next two lemmas will be used in the proof of the main theorem. 
LEMMA 3. I. If {f “} converges pointwise to f and ij{f “} is weakly equicontinuous 
then for any sequence of points {x”) converging to x E R”, the sequence {f “(x”)} 
converges to f  (x). 
Proof. Let E > 0. By D.3.1 there is a 6 > 0 and an integer Nr > 0 such that 
1: x - y I] < S implies II f”(x) -f “(y)ll < e/2 for all k > N, . Since {x”} con- 
verges to x one may choose an integer Nr > 0 such that jl xx - x 11 < 8 for all 
K > N, . Also, since {f “} converges pointwise to f  there is an integer Na > 0 
such that jl f  k(x) -f (x)1’ < 42 for all k > IV3 . Set N T= max(N, , X2 , Na). 
Then for any k > N it follows that 
I f  “(x”) - f  (xl < Ilf “(x”) - f  “(x)1! + llf “(4 - .f(x)l’ 
< E/2 + 42 
E. 
The first term is made small by the weak equicontinuity of {f “} and the second 
term is made small by the pointwise convergence of {f “} to f .  1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let {A”} be a sequence of triangulations of RI” such that 
mesh(Ak) -+ 0 as k + W. Suppose further that {f “} is a weakly equicontinuous 
sequence of functions. Let f  kL be the PL approximation to f  k induced by A@ (see 
Section 1). Then for any sequence of points {x”} and l > 0 there is an integer 
N > 0 such that II fkL(xk) -f “(xk)II < E for all k > IV. 
Proof. The proof is done by showing that for large enough Ar, the vertices 
of the m-simplex containing xk are sufficiently close to xk to apply properties of 
weak equicontinuity. Formally then let E > 0 be given. Let rk = hull({+,..., 
xmk}) be an m-simplex in .Mk containing xk. Hence, there are nonnegative 
multipliers Aok,..., hmk which sum to I such that xk = Cz, KkXjk. Let 6 > 0 
and N, be chosen by the definition of weak equicontinuity of (f k}. Choose N, 
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such that 1’ + - x’; (i < 6 for each j =. 0 ,..., nz and k > rV, . This may be done 
since mesh(Ak)-+ 0 as K + co. Setting IV = max(N, , Ns) it follows that for 
all K > N, 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {f”} b e a weakly equicontinuous sequence of functions which 
converges pointwise to f.  Let (.&P) b e a sequence of triangulation of Rqn such that 
mesh&AC) --f 0 for k -•t co. Also let f  kL be the PL approximation to f k induced by 
JP. If  {x”} is a sequence of Jixed points off LL such that {x”} --f x for k E K (some 
subsequence), then x is a Jixed point off. 
Proof. It will be shown that /if(.x) - x/i = 0 so let E > 0. Then for each 
k E K. 
Each of these terms can be made less than c/4 for sufhciently large k. The first 
term can because of L.3. I as can the second by L.3.2. The third term is 0 because 
x.x: is the fixed point off”= for each k E K. Finally, the fourth term can be made 
less than ~14 since {x”} -* x for k E K by hypothesis. The result now follows by 
letting E ---f 0. 1 
The next proposition shows that under certain circumstances a sequence of 
PL approximations to a uniformly continuous function can generate a weakly 
equicontinuous sequence of functions. 
PRoPosITroN 3.1. Let f:  RnS + Rm be uniformly continuous and let {*dk) be a 
sequence of triangulations of Am such that mesh(&) -+ 0 for k -+ CO. Also, let 
f  M be the PL approximation to f  induced by .M&, then (f “> is an equicontinuous 
sequence of functions. 
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Proof. Let E > 0. First choose 8 > 0 such that 1) x - y /) < 8 implies 
IIf -j(y)11 < e/3 by the uniform continuity of j. Next choose N such that 
mesh(A9) < 6 for all K > N. It will be shown that 6 and N satisfy the definition 
of equicontinuity. To see this, let k > N and X, y E Rm with 11 x - y 11 < 8. Also 
let hull({xO”,..., x”“>), hull({y”“,...,ymk]) b e simplexes in A’” containing x and 4 
respectively. Hence, there are nonnegative multipliers ho’;,..., h”lX: and u”~,..., u’“~; 
which sum to 1 such that x = CL, Ai%@ and y =: ~~~, Ghyi7,. Consequently 
f”“(x) -f”“(y),1 
G I!f”“(x> -f(x>iI -t- i f(x) --f(y) I -I- ILf(y) -f‘““b)i 
=- 11 F. P(f(@) -j(x)) 11 + :If(x) -f(Y):' + 11 jf, u"kV‘(Y) -f(Y”“)) /: 
~ t hik Iif(X”“) -f(X)l, ~ I’f(X) -J’(y)1 + ~ Uik Il(f(.Y) -f(y’“:))l 
i.U z=A 
E. 
In particular, if j is a continuous function from a compact set into itself then j 
will be uniformly continuous and consequently a sequence of PL approximations 
to j will yield a weakly equicontinuous sequence of functions. 
A theorem similar to T.3.1 for the point to set map case can be developed. 
For this it is necessary to have 
I~EHNITIOK 3.2. Let S7? K”& -+ (R”)* be a nonempty point to set map for 
each K ~7 I, 2,.... Then (Sk} is said to converge equicontinuously to the non- 
empty point to set map S if whenever 
(1) (x”) ---+ X, 
(2) u”ji E S”(X~~) for all K =: 1, 2,... and 
(3) {x”} + u” then z E S(X). 
~‘HEOREM 3.2. Suppose (3’) is a sequence of nonempty point to set maps which 
converges equicontinuously to a usable point to set map S. Also, suppose there is a 
compact set C with Uk Sk(R7”) C C. Let (Jtk> be a sequence of triangulations of R” 
with mesh(.M”) + 0 for k --f CYJ and let f kL be the PL approximation to Sk induced 
by J17< with xk a Jixed point off kL. If x is a cluster point of {x”} then x E S(x). 
Proof. The proof is done by showing that x may be expressed as a convex 
combination of points in S(X). The result will then follow since S(x) is convex. 
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To begin with X~ is a fixed point of f kL. Let 7’; := hull((@,..., x’“‘~}) be an 
m-simplex containing xr;. Hence, there are nonnegative multipliers Xoli,..., hmL 
which sum to 1 such that XL, Xikxi” = xii. To sav that xk is a fixed point of 
f liL means that there are points zok E Sb(xnk),..., zWbp E S”(P~) for which 
One would like to be able to take limits in this equation therefore a subsequence 
K will be found for which {Sk}, {Sk), (P} all converge for K E K. To do this it 
will be shown that (Sk}, {xi”}, and {hi”} each lie in different but compact sets. 
The compact set containing {Sk} is C by hypothesis. The sequence {xi”} actually 
converges to x for each i =: O,..., m. This is because mesh(dk) -+ 0 for K -+ co. 
Finally, the {hik) lie inside a simplex. Hence, there is a subsequence K along 
which {si”} ---f zi for K E K, {xi”} ---f x for k E K, and {Xi”} + hi for K E K and this 
is true for each i = O,..., m. Now one may take limits in the above equation to 
yield 
f Xix = f Xizi 
i-0 i=O 
or equivalently 
Hence, x is a convex combination of Zo,..., P. All that remains to be shown is 
that zi E S(x) for each i = O,..., m, and this follows from D.3.2 since for each i, 
(1) {xi~}+x for KEK, 
(2) zik E Sk(xik) for K E k, 
(3) {Sk} + zi for K E K, 
therefore zi E S(x). 1 
This concludes the approximation section, however, one word of caution is in 
order when implementing the idea. If the early approximations are not good the 
algorithm might become “trapped” in the wrong region and require a lot of 
additional work to get back to the correct answer, thus negating the savings. 
Hence, one may wish to think of this as a “tail end” procedure depending, 
of course, on the specific approximation. 
The reader is referred to Solow [12] f or various other acceleration techniques 
which apply more specifically to the general constrained optimization problem 
(such as handling upper and lower bounds on variables). 
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